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Bees, Sticky Trees,
and Blowtorches:
Encaustic Painting
Enthralls
Missouri Artists
by Barbara MacRobie
“There’s a translucency, a mysterious
aspect to the final product I cannot achieve
with any other medium.” “An unequaled
sense of physical depth and distance in
time.” “One of the most beautiful paints
on the planet.”
Julie Snidle, Laura Skroska, and Robin
VanHoozer are in love with hot wax.

Kiss It Better I (Hold Me Series), encaustic and mixed media, by Kat Allie,
Springfield. “This shadowbox is about loving, healing, and my young
daughter. ‘ Let me kiss it better and I’ll put the band-aid on.’”

These three Missourians—from St. Louis,
Florissant, and St. Joseph respectively—are among a small but growing number of artists in our state
devoted to the uniquely luminous, flexible, and forgiving medium that is encaustic paint.
In its simplest form, encaustic paint is melted wax with added pigment. The artist brushes the hot paint onto
a porous surface like a wooden board, then adds more wax layer by layer, reheating each layer to fuse it to
the one below it. Within this basic framework, “the variations are amazing,” says St. Louis artist Sheri
Goldsmith. “There’s so much you can do with it…there’s endless possibility.”
“Especially in the last 10 years, there’s been an
explosion with encaustic,” said O’Fallon artist Lisa
Sisley-Blinn. “More than 5,000 artists across the
U.S. are now using encaustic as their primary
medium. Joanne Mattera, who in 2001 wrote
the very first comprehensive book about
contemporary encaustic artists, has said that
encaustic is probably the biggest movement in
fine art since the Impressionists.”

From caulking warships
to easing the afterlife
Though its current flare-up of popularity is recent,
encaustic technique goes back 2,500 years.

Day Trip, encaustic on oak plywood, by Robin VanHoozer, St. Joseph

Starting around the fifth century B.C., encaustic
was one of the favorite mediums of the Greek
and Roman world. When the Roman historian
Pliny the Elder made a list of notable encaustic

painters for his Natural History A.D. 77-79, he included Greek artists from 600 years before his own time.
Pliny called painting with wax “encaustica,” and he quoted the Greek word from which the Latin sprang,
ἐνέχαεν, which means “burnt in.” He linked encaustic’s beginnings to shipwrights who would paint the sides
of their wooden warships with wax to help make the ships watertight.
Thanks to wax’s durability and imperviousness to moisture, encaustic paintings from Pliny’s time and the
following 200 years have survived with their delicate details and vivid colors intact. The Fayum oasis in
Roman-ruled Egypt boasted a multicultural community who combined Egyptian burial practices with Greek
artistic styles. Artists painted portraits on wooden panels that were then set into the pictured person’s
wooden coffin or the linen wrappings of his or her mummy.
Beginning in the 19th century, archaeologists (and looters) unearthed about 1,000 of these portraits. Most
of the portraits are in museums in Egypt, Europe, New York, and California, but thanks to the Nelson-Atkins
Museum of Art in Kansas City, there is one in Missouri.
FAR LEFT: Courtesy of
The Nelson-Atkins Museum
of Art, Kansas City |
Portrait of a Woman
130-161 C.E.| Egyptian |
Encaustic on wood panel
with gilt stucco | 17 1/2 x
6 3/4 inches (44.45 x 17.15
cm) | Purchase: William
Rockhill Nelson Trust |
Origin: Egypt, Antinoopolis
LEFT: Philip, encaustic
and oil, by Laura Skroska,
Florissant. ”I created this,”
Laura said, “after I had seen
the mummy portraits.
I thought, if they could do
that without the luxury of
an electric griddle and a
controllable torch, I can
make a portrait too.”

By the 7th century, except for an occasional Byzantine icon, encaustic was derelict, a casualty of changing
tastes and the fall of the Roman Empire. For the next thousand years, encaustic was a lost art. Only in the
18th century did a glimmer of interest reappear when the excavation of Pompeii and Herculaneum
prompted scholarly hobbyists to try to reconstruct ancient techniques.
In the mid-20th century, artists such as Diego Rivera, Karl Zerbe,and Jasper Johns did their own experiments. Torch Art Supplies in New York City created the first commercial encaustic paint. A revival began
to gather steam. But the medium was still mostly the purview of a few cutting-edge eccentrics. “They used
open fires and flammable solvents like turpentine,” said Lisa Sisley-Blinn. “They drank, they smoked,
they set their studios on fire!”
1988 was a turning point. After Torch Art Supplies went out of business, their paint maker, Richard
Frumess, founded his own company, R&F Handmade Paints. Not only did R&F make encaustic paints, they
ran (and still run) encaustic workshops. At first the workshops took place only in New York, but R&F soon
expanded them throughout the country.

Eddy and the Rose, encaustic, by Mary Beth Shaw, Wildwood. The texture is all under the surface, which itself is smooth.

In 2001, Joanne Mattera published her groundbreaking book, The Art of Encaustic Painting, which included
not only a detailed history but descriptions of tools and techniques. The internet has given encaustic a
rocket-fuel boost. “There’s so much stuff online now,” said Julie Snidle. “You can just Google ‘encaustic’
and spend your whole weekend looking for inspiration and ideas and answers.”
Whether online or in person, encaustic artists are eager to share, Laura said. “We bounce off each other.
When I talk with people about a technique I’m thinking of trying, the attitude is, ‘give it a shot and find out,
and let us know what you find!’ When you’re working in a medium that’s just starting to come back,” she
added, “there’s so much room to experiment and find out what the true capabilities of the medium are.”

Bees and sticky trees
Encaustic lends itself so well to variety because of the
properties of its main ingredient. Just like the ancient Greek
paints, modern encaustic is primarily composed of the
natural wax produced by bees. Although oil, tempera,
watercolor, and acrylic paints go on wet and then dry,
wax paint goes on hot and then cools.
While the paint is still liquid, said Sheri Goldsmith, “found
objects, metal, fabric, and paper can be embedded into the
wax.” When the paint is cool, “the wax can be etched into,
painted on, and drawn on with ink.”
Encaustic medium can even be used on its own without any
color as a glaze or as a thick base for special effects.

Reverbations 6, encaustic with embedded linen thread
on oak plywood, by Robin VanHoozer, St. Joseph

Another common ingredient is damar resin. This is the
crystallized sap of a family of trees in the East Indies.
(“Damar” in fact comes from the Malay word for “resin.”)
The resin is harvested without harming the trees by slashing
their trunks and collecting the sticky sap that oozes out, like
gathering sap for maple syrup.

A typical proportion for encaustic medium is eight to 10 parts beeswax to
one part resin. The resin raises the melting temperature of the beeswax and
makes the mixture dry harder. “Resin also makes the wax clearer, and you
don’t have a bloom forming on your artwork,” said Julie. Commercially
available encaustic paints contain damar resin.
Some artists who make their own medium eschew resin in favor of other
materials. Linda Wein of Pacific and Keith Kavanaugh of Independence
like to add carnauba wax, which comes from the leaves of a Brazilian palm
tree. “It serves a similar purpose to resin in that it raises the melting point,
and it’s a harder wax than beeswax so the result is a little more durable,”
said Keith. Linda has found that carnauba “makes the layers of wax less
apt to get pitted when I scrape them smooth.”

Damar resin made by Enkaustikos

Each artist has a different home recipe depending on the needs of their art. “It’s taken me years to get the
right ratio of resin to beeswax,” said Springfield artist Kat Allie. “More resin gives you a harder surface that
is thicker and glossier when you polish it, but if there’s too much the surface will be brittle and can crack."
To color the medium, pigments are added from
minerals, biological materials, earth, and synthetics that
mimic the natural materials. Artists who make their own
paint have their own favorite ways to add color. Sheri
adds powdered natural pigments. Kat squirts in oil paint
straight from the tube. Laura also uses oil paint, but first
she squeezes the paint onto a paper towel and lets it sit
for a day or two “to suck some of the oil out.”

Crockpots and cupcake pans
Although the artists with whom we talked said that the
quality of today’s commercial encaustic paints was
excellent, many of them like to make their own medium
because it saves money and because, as Kat said, “it’s
the whole process that hooked me. Heating up the wax,
the honey smell, having to be so present in the moment
as I make the medium, all put me in a mindset of going
to a more creative place.”

TOP: Linda Wein’s homemade encaustic medium, after being
mixed in her electric turkey roaster, cools in bread pans.
BOTTOM: Kat Allie’s medium after she popped it out of the
cupcake tin and latex mold in which it cooled. The foil bread
pan holds medium to which she added oil paint for color.

For a while, Kat used beeswax from local farmers.
“Depending on what the bees pollinated, the local wax
came in different colors. Some was the standard yellow,
some was dark brown. I enjoyed that!” she said. “But
because of the colony collapse crisis that’s caused a
beeswax shortage, the farmers are now selling all their
wax to commercial companies. Maybe once my
daughter’s in high school or college, it’ll be amazing
to keep my own bees.”

Now Kat like most other artists buys pure beeswax as
well as damar resin in bulk from R&F Handmade Paints,
Enkaustikos, and other art suppliers. “I melt the resin and wax together in a crockpot. It might take five or
six hours to get them to a liquid I can stir. I strain the liquid twice to get out any residue of bee pieces and
dirt. Then I pour it into cupcake tins or little bread foil pans.”

The other artists with whom we talked described a similar process, with their individual twists. Julie and
Linda, for instance, cook up their medium in electric turkey roasters.
Some artists also add colors to their medium in advance. “When I’m between projects I’ll make a color or
two,” said Laura. “I’ll melt a couple of blocks of the plain medium I already shaped in muffin pans and do
the color in a mini loaf pan. Sometimes I’ll slice off pieces of plain medium and make the color in the kind of
little metal sauce cups you’ll see at restaurants.” Other artists add the color right as they work on a painting.
“When I’m ready to paint, I just heat up a block of the plain medium, put the liquid in little bread foil tins, and
squirt in the oil paint,” said Kat.

Making a painting 101
However an artist obtains his or her paint, the basic
process of making an encaustic painting is the
same. Here is an ultra-simplified version.
1. Keep your paints warm by putting their metal
containers on a heated surface.
“You don’t have to buy a $200 heated palette.
You can use a $15 pancake griddle,” said Julie.
2. Prepare a surface that is porous so the wax
will penetrate and adhere to it.
Most contemporary encaustic artists, like their
ancient counterparts, prefer wood. Some artists
start painting directly on the wood. Others first
prime the wood with a few coats of uncolored
beeswax and resin. Kat told us about a new gesso
primer that enables artists to paint on plexiglass
and canvas.
Wood is much heavier than canvas, one reason
that most encaustic painters, Kat said, “paint fairly
small, not much more than 2 feet.” Also, “any larger
and it’s harder to reach around, because you can’t
paint vertically unless you want drips to happen.”
(Kat herself loves large-scale works and sometimes Kat Allie giving a workshop at the George A. Spiva Center for the Arts
in Joplin. At the right is her palette, the heated surface on which she
paints on doors—with hollow cores so they don’t
is resting her paints in their aluminum foil mini bread pans to keep
weigh a ton—she buys at hardware stores.)
them liquid. Because the wax cools rapidly as soon as she brushes
it on the wood, she is hitting it with an electric heat gun.

3. Brush on a layer of wax.
Any brush will work as long as it has natural bristles,
as synthetic bristles will not hold up in the heat. Keith Kavanaugh likes small hardware-store brushes better
than fine artists’ brushes because “there’s more of a gap between the bristles and they pick up more wax,”
he said. He simply trims the brushes with scissors to fit his needs.
4. Brush on another layer. Fuse it to the one below it.
“Your wax surface needs to be warm to start. Then you have to hit it with some more heat so it gets fused
to the layer underneath. If you don’t, it’ll peel or flake off,” said Kat.
The heated palette keeps the paint warm in its metal pans, but the artist also needs a portable heat source
for the fusing step. “There are fancy encaustic tools, like an electric paint palette knife, but I’ve never
purchased expensive tools,” said Kat. “I have a heat gun from Home Depot. Whatever works!”

Keith said his heat gun “keeps the paint flowing like
oil, and I keep it going nearly the entire time I’m
applying paint.” Kirkwood artist Stella Spalt uses
both a heat gun and a propane blowtorch.
”My favorite tools are irons,” said Robin VanHoozer,
“both the baby irons made especially for encaustics
and an ordinary household iron—which of course I
don’t use on clothes anymore! I can even draw with
the household iron, making big strokes. You can use
any item that will make heat where you can regulate
the temperature.” “There’s no right or wrong way as
far as your tools come, and it’s fun to experiment
with all kinds of different things,” said Kat.
Fusing is tricky. “Too much heat, and it’ll all melt
together,” said Kat. “Sometimes that’s what you
want, but sometimes you’ve created a shape, color,
or line you want to stay there. So you heat to where
the wax just glistens a little bit. It takes practice!”
Linda Wein’s repertory of fusing tools: heat gun, encaustic iron,
blowtorch, and behind them the halogen lamps that are her
specialty, used to heat the entire surface very slowly all at once.

5. Scrape the cooled wax if needed to get the
texture and thickness you want.
Linda Wein uses large razor blades on a special
handle. Stella Spalt notes, “You can use an old
credit card.”
6. Add another layer. Scrape if desired. Repeat.
“It’s add and fuse, add and fuse,” said Kat. Or as
Robin put it, “Painting is built in layers, like lasagna.”
7. If you don’t like what you’ve put down, scrape
it off and redo it—now or any time later.
“Encaustic is endlessly reworkable,” said Keith.
“None of the other mediums are. With acrylic and
oil, once it’s dry you’re stuck with it unless you paint
over it. With encaustic, you can always reheat and
rework a section.”

Limitless permutations
Within the core method, said Stella, “there’s no
limit to what you can do.” She and most of the
other artists with whom we talked, even if they
create works using encaustic alone, like to use
encaustic’s three-dimensional nature to combine
it with other materials and techniques. These are
some of the things they’ve found they can do with
this generous medium.

TOP: Julie Snidle’s blowtorch in action, fusing a clear layer
of medium over a layer with text.
BOTTOM: With similar text in the end result is Julie’s Awaken.

Build texture right on the base.
“I’ve prepared the wood base by putting textured
things on it from the start before I brush on the
wax,” said Wildwood artist Mary Beth Shaw. “I’ve
built up texture using the same kind of asphalt
patching compound you’d use on your driveway.”
Drip the wax.
Pliny remarked that the way encaustic paint flowed
when warm made it unsuitable for wall paintings,
but Mary Beth uses that property to her advantage.
For Button, Button, “I overheated the wax to get a
lot of movement and then I tilted the piece to get
the wax where I wanted it to go,” she said.
“You can play a lot with temperature.”
Alternate layers of uncolored encaustic
medium and colored oil paint.
Instead of palpable texture, Linda’s goal for her
luminous imaginary landscapes is the smoothest
Button, Button, encaustic with embedded buttons,
by Mary Beth Shaw, Wildwood
surface possible—“I think that draws you in to the
painting,” she said. She paints a layer of oil onto a
layer of warm wax, fuses it, paints or even pours another layer of wax over the oil layer, and fuses that. She
fuses not with a heat gun or torch, “which can make the wax bubble up,” she said, “but with halogen lamps,
slowly, over the whole surface at once.” Once the wax cools, she scrapes each layer smooth and begins
again. She buffs the final layer with her hand to a glassy sheen. The many sandwiches of oil paint glazes
and plain encaustic medium, she said, capture the light and make the painting appear to glow from within.
Etch into the base or the wax and fill with another medium, or top the wax with another medium.
Sheri often adds touches of oil pastels. Laura might add “a tiny bit of oil paint to get fine modeling.” Lisa
calls on her experience as a printmaker to etch marks into her encaustic painting surface with metal tools,
and then rubs oil paint in stick form into the marks, “just like etching ink on a copper plate.”
Embed images.
Sheri takes photographs of “the beautiful, often hidden, sometimes forgotten, homesteads and farms” she
finds when exploring the U.S. and her native Canada. Much as Linda does, Sheri builds up her painting with
Carriage Ride Into the Past, by Sheri Goldsmith, St. Louis. Sheri created this mixed-media work on a 36” x 12” wood frame/panel
with oil paint, oil pastels, copper, photographs on archival paper, photo image transfer, Indian ink, encaustic wax medium, and amber
shellac. “The house was photographed in Kentucky. It speaks to me of an elegance and beauty lost in time.” The work won the Fred
Wehrle Memorial Prize at the St. Louis Artists' Guild’s current Regional Summer Exhibition, which runs through August 10.

alternating layers of oil paint and encaustic medium. During the process she embeds the photos, which she
has printed on archival paper, into the wax. “I like to tell stories with my paintings,” she said, “and to make
them so that when people look at them, they get to tell their own stories.” Laura’s work also often involves
image transfers. “When I lay down an image, it’s right on the surface, but as soon as I lay wax over it,” she
said, “it recedes a little. Depending on how many layers I build up, I can control how far that image recedes.
It’s not just an illusion of depth—there’s real physical space to it. I’ve never seen that in any other medium.”
Embed just about anything else.
Mary Beth adds buttons and sea
shells. Robin embeds linen thread.
Stella repurposed broken glass
from her sister-in-law’s lampwork
beads. Kat created the iridescent
butterflies in the painting at the
beginning of this story from wire,
paper, and plastic that she coated
with encaustic medium and then
covered with variegated gold leaf.
Mix encaustic with metal.
“When I took metalsmithing in grad
school, it struck me that a lot of the
same tools get used for encaustic,”
said Laura. She creates works that
combine encaustic and copper. “I like
the interplay of the materials—the wax
seems so fragile and the copper so rigid.”

The Best Party Is Upstairs, encaustic with embedded lampwork glass,
by Stella Spalt, Kirkwood

Set your painting on fire.
Once the final layer of encaustic wax has hardened, Sheri brushes amber shellac over the surface and
with a torch sets the shellac on fire. “Success is all about the timing!” she said. “If the wax is thick and been
given time to harden, the shellac applied sparingly and allowed to dry, and the torch flame isn't too strong
and just brushes the surface, it does not melt the wax. And of course I do this in a well-ventilated area away
from anything flammable and with a fire extinguisher close by. The burnt shellac creates a webbing effect
that gives the surface texture and makes the piece seem aged.”

Encaustic all by itself

Brush and heat gun in hands, Keith Kavanaugh embarks on a painting during his
2014 workshop at the Margaret Harwell Art Museum in Poplar Bluff. He starts
with a loose sketch with china markers on the primed board, then moves to wax.
– courtesy of the Margaret Harwell Art Museum

Keith Kavanaugh, on the other hand,
finds that encaustic paint all on its own,
with no other media mixed in is, the one
medium that lets him do everything he
wants. “I’ve always had a love of
landscape,” he told us, “and encaustic
has a translucent quality that enables
me to paint atmospherically—evoking a
mood, painting the air.” As a landscape
artist, he also loves that beeswax comes
directly from nature. With encaustic he
strives to captures the inner truths of the
subtle beauties of the area around his
home in rural Jackson County.

Keith did not, however, begin his artistic life with encaustic or with visual art at all. His first pursuit was
music, and he graduated college in Boston with a degree in jazz.
After returning to Missouri and completing a degree in fine art and design, Keith turned to graphic design as
his profession and to acrylic as his medium. But along the way, he said, he visited the Museum of Modern
Art in New York and saw one of the seminal paintings of the 20th century: Jasper Johns’ 1954 Flag, an
encaustic collage with strips of newspaper visible beneath the stripes and 48 stars. Keith began to
experiment with encaustic.
“From the encaustic work
I’ve seen, most people go
with abstraction, collage,
and mixed media. When
I picked up encaustic, that’s
what I was doing too,” Keith
said, “exploring the medium
and what it could do.
I bounced back and forth
between painting landscapes with acrylic and
painting abstract encaustics.
Eventually I realized I had to
find a way to work with the
medium I enjoyed the most to
paint the subject matter
I enjoyed the most.”
In 2006, Keith created his
first encaustic landscape,
Blizzard. “From there,
I realized that landscapes
in encaustic were possible.
I never looked back.”

Improvisation #40, encaustic on birch plywood, by Keith Kavanaugh, Independence

Many paths to discovering encaustic
As popular as encaustic is becoming, it is still obscure compared with, for instance, oil and watercolor. Each
of the artists with whom we talked can vividly remember the “aha” moment when hot wax blipped onto their
radar screen.
Like Keith’s meeting with Flag, Robin began her love affair with encaustic with a face-to-face encounter with
a work of art—but a much older one. “In about 1996, when I was getting my master’s in studio painting at
UMKC, I took a tools and techniques class at the Nelson-Atkins. The instructor was one of the museum’s
conservators and he brought out their mummy portrait. There it was right in front of my nose. I was hooked!”
Several years ago when Linda and her husband were visiting New York, she was entranced by translucent
glass panels on the walls of the South Ferry Subway Station. She learned that the work was based on
encaustic art by Doug and Mike Starn. “I thought, I’ve got to find an encaustic class!” she said. She found
Lisa Sisley-Blinn teaching at the St. Louis Artists’ Guild. Linda had been painting in acrylic, but “encaustic
is now what I’m passionate about.”
Laura was studying oil painting in graduate school when she had trouble with a painting she was making
and her professor suggested she try it in encaustic. “He had only done a little playing around in encaustic,

Linda Wein with several of her Inner Space works at the exhibit of art by members of WaxCentric, the interest group for all Missouri
wax artists, held in 2013 in O’Fallon at the Lillian Yahn Gallery of the St. Charles County Arts Council.

but he gave me a huge block of wax and told me, ‘I’m sure if you Google it, you can figure it out,’” she said.
“I did some reading online, checked out a few books from the school library, and absolutely fell in love.”
Julie took a one-day encaustic workshop in 2004 just to check out the medium and was captivated. Mary
Beth is close friends with Julie, and whenever she saw Julie’s encaustic works, she said she would think,
“’Oh my gosh, it’s so beautiful!’ In 2011 when I decided to treat
myself to a new artistic journey, I went over to Julie’s house
and she walked me through it.” Stella was reading about many
different kinds of media, “was intrigued by how free-flowing
encaustic was,” and started teaching herself from a book.

Beeswax bliss
A theme running though all our Missouri artists’ first
encounters is that they were already working with other
mediums and therefore were even more bowled over by
encaustic.
“I like painting, photography, and ceramics, but they all
seemed to be disjointed,” said Sheri. “Then I took a class with
Lisa, and encaustic brought it all together. With encaustic,
I can do everything. I can use oil paint and seal it into the wax.
I can make ceramic flowers and embed them in the wax.
Encaustic gave new life to my art. I feel like I’m at the very
bottom of the learning curve with all the things I can do.”
“I think encaustic is the hot medium—no pun intended—
because it is very inclusive,” said Lisa. She has worked with
oils, pastels, watercolor, photography, digital imagery, and
several different types of printmaking, and “everything I’ve
learned in other areas,” she said, “I can pull into encaustic.”
Yellow Bird, encaustic mounted on etched
copper panel, by Laura Skroska, Florissant

The ancient medium of hot wax has
brought these contemporary Missouri
artists profound satisfaction and delight.
“When my family smells the honey
beeswax drifting from my studio through
the house,” said Lisa, “they know that
I am happy.”

Learn more,
try encaustic yourself
Artists who started with encaustic in the
‘90s “went nuts,” said Lisa, because of the
paucity of information. Now our Missouri
artists are able to recommend many
resources for anyone who wants to learn
more. They urge everyone to dive right in.
“Encaustic is such a forgiving medium,”
said Mary Beth. “It’s easy for a beginner
to look like they know what they are doing!”
“But here’s my warning,” said Julie.
“Watch out—you might get hooked!”

Jumble Ice II, from 100 Thoughts, encaustic and oil bar on paper, by
Lisa-Sisley-Blinn, O’Fallon. Actual size (4” x 4”). “In my 100 Thoughts
series, my goal was to clear my mind, stay in the moment,
and get the essence of one thought. Jumble Ice II was like
a raspberry spritzer with ice cream in a pretty glass.”

Search the internet. Examples of encaustic art and both introductory and in-depth technical information
are extensively available online. The websites of R&F Handmade Paints (rfpaints.com) and another major
manufacturer, Enkaustikos (encausticpaints.com), contain thorough information well beyond their products.
As far as videos go, when on July 1 we plugged “encaustic painting” into YouTube’s search function, we got
nearly 7,000 results. For DVDs, said Lisa, “Amazon dot com is your friend.”
Read a book. Joanne Mattera’s groundbreaking The Art of Encaustic Painting: Contemporary Expression in the
Ancient Art of Painting With Wax came out in 2001. Since then, other notable overviews as well as specialty
books have been published. “There are now books that have been out long enough that you can find them in
libraries,” said Lisa. In addition to Mattera’s book, these volumes were recommended by the artists.
▪ Encaustic Art: The Complete Guide to Creating Fine Art With Wax, by Lissa Rankin
▪ Encaustic Workshop: Artistic Techniques for Working With Wax, Encaustic Mixed Media: Innovative
Techniques and Surface for Working With Wax, and Encaustic Techniques: The Whole Ball of Wax by Patricia
Baldwin Seggebruch
▪ Embracing Encaustic: Learning to Paint With Beeswax, by Linda and William Womack (first and second
editions are out of print, but third edition is coming out as an e-book later this year)
▪ The Encaustic Studio: A Wax Workshop in Mixed-Media Art and Encaustic With a Textile Sensibility, by
Daniella Woolf
Take a class. Robin strongly advises prospective artists to take a workshop. “You’re dealing with heat and flame,
and you want to be able to do it safely,” she said. R&F lists their upcoming workshops across the country on the
website. Many Missouri artists give workshops in their studios as well as at guest sites. For instance, Keith
Kavanaugh gave workshops this past March at the Margaret Harwell Art Museum in Poplar Bluff. Local artists’
guilds and art supply stores sometimes bring in encaustic artists for classes.
Attend an exhibit. Even the best photographs can’t do justice to the texture and translucent depth of encaustic
paintings. To find an exhibit where you can see paintings in person, “look at the websites of artists you like to find
out where they will be exhibiting next,” said Robin.

Missouri Hills in Autumn, encaustic on birch plywood, by Keith Kavanaugh, Independence

Join a support group. In mid-2012, Lisa started up WaxCentric as a community for Missouri artists working
in any type of wax. Anyone who lives anywhere in Missouri or within 200 miles of St. Louis in any direction is
welcome. “And the radius is flexible,” said Lisa. “I had to put some limit because I didn’t want to infringe on
Chicago, but if there are people outside the 200 miles who haven’t been able to connect with a group, contact
us!” Members meet about once a month at each other’s studios for free workshops. Resources abound on
WaxCentric’s website, meetup.com/WaxCentric, and blog, waxcentric.wordpress.com. The group holds
exhibitions, most recently the Encaustic Invitational on March 7-28 at the Tinnin Center Gallery at Three Rivers
College in Poplar Bluff. This exhibit was hosted by David Fielding, gallery director, instructor of fine art at the
college, and an encaustic artist himself.
Though WaxCentric is the only encaustic group in Missouri, many parts of our state have local arts councils and
artists’ associations. Linking up with them can provide powerful support. “Purely as an encaustic artist, I’m a little
isolated in this southwest pocket, but I can’t stress enough the importance of the Springfield Regional Arts
Council and the connections I have made as an artist by being an active member with this organization and
community,” said Kat. She recently began her first term as a board member, strengthening her links even more.

More about the artists
Kat Allie | Springfield
▪ obeliskhome.com/kat-allie | springfieldarts.org/artist/kat-allie
Kat grew up near Springfield, moved after high school to Kansas where she earned a degree in speechlanguage-hearing pathology, worked for six years in Chicago as a special events coordinator (“I’m still a Cubs
fan”), and moved back to Kansas for bachelor’s and master’s in arts from Pittsburg State University—where she
met and married a young man from Springfield. Kat is department chair of fine arts and humanities at Ozarks
Technical Community College (OTC) and is also OTC Fine Art Gallery Manager. In 2007-2010 she had a studio
within the Monarch Art Factory. Currently her art is on display and represented by Springfield’s Obelisk Home.

Sheri Goldsmith | St. Louis
▪ sherigoldsmith.com
Full-time artist Sheri Goldsmith majored in painting and ceramics for her bachelor of fine arts at Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville, where she graduated magnum cum laude. When she is not making encaustics and both
sculptural and functional ceramics (“when my husband finishes breaking all our mugs I’ll make some more!”),

she is restoring and building garden furniture for her 1895
house in St. Louis’ historic Shaw neighborhood. Sheri’s work
is often part of group exhibitions in Missouri and Illinois.
Through August 10, her art can be seen at the St. Louis
Artists’ Guild Regional Summer Exhibition , where Carriage
Ride Into the Past won the Fred Wehrle Memorial Prize.

Keith Kavanaugh | Independence
▪ keithkavanaugh.com | Keith’s guest blog post on WaxCentric
describing his process in detail
Along with his encaustic painting, Keith is a graphic designer,
illustrator, and web designer with his own company, BauWau
Design. He specializes in work for independent artists and
creative entrepreneurs. For instance, he has created more
than 200 audio and video packages for musical, theatrical,
and comedy performers coast to coast. For more than 20
years he has also been a working jazz drummer in Kansas
City and throughout the Midwest, primarily with the
Doug Talley Quartet.

Mary Beth Shaw | Wildwood

Casse Fleur Jaune, by Sheri Goldsmith, St. Louis. Wood
frame/panel (Sheri made the frame, as she does for all
her work), white earthenware, oil paint, oil pastels,
encaustic wax medium, amber shellac. “The canvas that
the yellow flower is attached to is ceramic, as is the
flower. The ceramic canvas was purposefully broken,
then put back together. I like the idea that things that
are old and broken are still beautiful, perhaps more
beautiful, than things that are shiny and new.”

▪ mbshaw.com | Blog: The Common Denominator,
mbshaw.blogspot.com
Mary Beth Shaw worked in the insurance industry for 18 years
before turning to art full-time in 2000. She is a mixed-media
painter and an internationally known workshop instructor. Her
2014 workshop schedule in the U.S. extends from California to Connecticut. In 2010, she created StencilGirl
Products to supply original stencil designs by dozens of artists for use with all sorts of media. She is the author
of the books Flavor for Mixed Media: A Feast of Techniques for Texture, Color and Layers (2011) and Stencil
Girl: Mixed Media Techniques for Making and Using Stencils (2013).

Lisa Sisley-Blinn | O’Fallon
▪ sisleyblinn.wordpress.com | Flickr stream of 100 Thoughts
Painter, printmaker, and webmaster Lisa Sisley-Blinn has been
using encaustic in her work since 1998. She and her husband
moved in 2004 to the St. Louis area from Kalamazoo, Michigan,
where she taught at Western Michigan University, the
Kalamazoo Institute of Art, and the Battle Creek Art Institute.
She currently teaches encaustic and other art at the St. Louis
Artists’ Guild, St. Charles Community College, and her studio in
O’Fallon. She is the “mother bee” of the WaxCentric interest
group for artists in Missouri and anywhere else within 200 miles
of St. Louis who use wax in their art.

Laura Skroska | Florissant

Oriental Garden, encaustic, by Stella Spalt, Kirkwood

▪ lauraskroska.com
Laura focused on theatre lighting and costuming for her
undergraduate degree, then completed her master of fine
arts in 2013 at Fontbonne University. Laura teaches drawing,
painting, and fashion design at South Broadway Art Project, a
nonprofit visual art studio and organization that offers free and
affordable art education programs to children and adults to
help them enhance their own lives and their community

through art. Laura makes art on her home premises where “my
husband, Philip, graciously endures the bits of wax and fabric
that migrate from my studio.”

Julie Snidle | St. Louis
▪ juliesnidle.com | Blog: Inner Visions, juliesnidle.blogspot.com
Julie creates with acrylic, watercolor, and mixed media, but
encaustic is her favorite. A former school teacher and training
administrator, she is now a full-time artist. She makes her art and
gives encaustic workshops in her studio in a century-old building
in St. Louis’ Lafayette Square. She also gives demonstrations
around the state. It was her encaustic demo on a blustery day
last October as part of Art St. Louis’ Art in the Plaza series,
across the street from the Old Post Office where the Missouri
Arts Council offices are located, that inspired this article.

Stella Spalt | Kirkwood
▪ stellaspaltart.com
Stella Spalt is an R.N. who also holds a master’s degree in
management, and until she retired in 2012 she combined her
skills for several different but related careers including the
creation of programs in workforce training and patient care.
Blizzard, encaustic, by Julie Snidle, St. Louis
Throughout those years she explored media from china painting
to stained glass. She relishes her wild new world of encaustic (“I’ve blown up balloons and covered them in wax!
I’ve taken magnolia blossoms apart and dipped them petal by petal into wax!”). She also works with oils, watercolors, pastels, pen-and-ink, and mixed media including her own handmade paper.

Linda Wein | Pacific

Inner Space: Glorious, encaustic and oil, by Linda Wein, Pacific

▪ lindaweinencaustics.com
Originally from Cleveland, Linda and her
husband moved to Missouri a decade ago.
In 2010, Linda achieved her master of arts
from Fontbonne University. As well as being
a professional artist and an active member of
the St. Louis-area arts and encaustic
community, Linda is an elementary school art
teacher in the Washington school district. Her
encaustic painting Visions: Arroyo Seco is the
cover art for The Art Teacher’s Survival
Guide for Secondary Schools by Helen
Hume, published this February. She has
been featured in many group exhibitions in
Ohio, Chicago, and Missouri, and from July 2
to August 30 will be part of Local Inspiration
at the Green Door Gallery in Webster Groves.

Robin VanHoozer | St. Joseph
▪ robinvanhoozerart.com | Robin’s talk at her 2012 exhibit in Mission, Kansas, describing her artistic philosophy
and technical processes
Robin VanHoozer retired in 2013 from 31 years as an elementary school teacher in St. Joseph and is now able
to devote herself professionally full-time to her art. She works with oil and pastels as well as encaustic alone plus
encaustic with mixed media. Her studio is in St. Joseph’s historic Museum Hill District. Robin’s work has been
featured in numerous exhibits as well as the ABC television show Extreme Makeover: Home Edition. From
July 29 through September 27, her art will be shown in an exhibit at the PS Gallery in Columbia.

Postcript
▪ The Natural History: Book XXXV. An Account of Painting and Colours, Chapter 31
by Pliny the Elder, Perseus Digital Library, Tufts University – The earliest reference to
encaustic we have. Pliny discusses “encaustae picturae” in Chapters 31, 39, 40, and
41 (each chapter is only a few paragraphs long) of Book 35. To read exactly what he
wrote, here’s the original Latin.
▪ The Mysterious Fayum Portraits: Faces From Ancient Egypt by Euphrosyne
Doxiadis, 1995 hardcover, 2000 paperback – This landmark book is lamentably out
of print and hugely expensive on Amazon and rare book sites, but can be borrowed
through public libraries even if only through interlibrary loan. For a glance at some of
the most expressive portraits, see this Wikimedia Commons page.
▪ Flag by Jasper Johns – the 1954 painting that put encaustic back on the map

Detail from Iterations: #821, encaustic and oil bar, by Lisa Sisley-Blinn, O’Fallon. Lisa uses a
drypoint technique from intaglio printmaking to create the lines. She etches the lines into
the surface and then rubs oil paint in stick form into them.
Longevity Wish, encaustic, by Kat Allie, Springfield

All photos are courtesy of the artists unless otherwise indicated.
Bees, Sticky Trees, and Blowtorches: Encaustic Painting Enthralls Missouri Artists was created in July 2014 for the Missouri
Arts Council, a state agency and division of the Department of Economic Development. The Missouri Arts Council provides
grants to nonprofit organizations that meet our strategic goals of increasing participation in the arts in Missouri, growing
Missouri’s economy using the arts, and strengthening Missouri education through the arts. Contact moarts@ded.mo.gov.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
Please feel free to share and distribute. Attribution: Courtesy of the Missouri Arts Council, a state agency.

Connect with us!
Like us on Facebook for fun with the arts all over Missouri. Sign up for our monthly
enewsletter, Art Starts Here, for updates and tips on the arts industry. Explore our
website, missouriartscouncil.org, for grants information and cultural resources.
Hog bristle encaustic brush by Enkaustikos

